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The eldest of seven children, I was born and raised in
New York City, right in the heart of Spanish Harlem.
Before attending The East Harlem School, I was very
shy and would tear up at the thought of speaking
in front of my classmates. In my initial interview
with Ivan, I even asked if EHS offered tutoring for
people who were shy! Though there were no official
tutoring classes for shyness, The East Harlem School
provided many opportunities for me to speak up and
advocate for myself. It also provided the leadership
skills and academic skills necessary for me to be
successful in my life. I am a proud member of The
East Harlem School’s Class of 2009.
After graduating from EHS, I attended the Mother
Cabrini High School for three years. I transferred
to the Beacon School before my senior year and
began my search for a college. As the first in my
family to go to college, I was unsure where to begin.
One day, my father brought home a mug that was
given to him by his employer. After using it to drink
some water, I looked at the logo and saw “NYU:
Steinhardt School of Culture, Education and Human

Development.” Since my family and I were unfamiliar
with any colleges in the city, I began researching
the school and saw that it offered majors in Early
Childhood Education. As someone who grew up
around many children and helped them with their
assignments, teaching was something I felt I
could do.
After graduating from the Beacon School, I was
accepted to New York University, where I double
majored in Early Childhood Education and
Psychology. My time at NYU allowed me to grow into
an adult who was able to think for herself and make
decisions. My time at NYU allowed me to continue
volunteering and helping people in my community:
I tutored, participated in research studies as a
researcher and participant, and I traveled to Georgia
to help refugees settle into their new homes.
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I graduated from NYU in 2017 and began working
as an Educator in the Bronx. As a teacher, I
became aware of how students with disabilities
did not receive the assistance they needed to be
successful. In order to better help these students,
I began searching for a graduate school that
would allow me to learn more about the minds of
developing children. I was accepted to Teachers
College Columbia University to pursue my Masters
in Developmental Psychology. After three years,
I graduated early and received my degree on
February 10th, 2021. I am currently working to make
a transition from teaching to research and I hope
to receive my phD one day.
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